A novel concept for smart trepanation.
Trepanation of the skull is a common procedure in craniofacial and neurosurgical interventions, allowing access to the innermost cranial structures. Despite a careful advancement, injury of the dura mater represents a frequent complication during these cranial openings. The technology of computer-assisted surgery offers different support systems such as navigated tools and surgical robots. This article presents a novel technical approach toward an image- and sensor-based synergistic control of the cutting depth of a manually guided soft-tissue-preserving saw. Feasibility studies in a laboratory setup modeling relevant skull tissue parameters demonstrate that errors due to computed tomography or magnetic resonance image segmentation and registration, optical tracking, and mechanical tolerances of up to 2.5 mm, imminent to many computer-assisted surgery systems, can be compensated for by the cutting tool characteristics without damaging the dura. In conclusion, the feasibility of a computer-controlled trepanation system providing a safer and efficient trepanation has been demonstrated. Injuries of the dura mater can be avoided, and the bone cutting gap can be reduced to 0.5 mm with potential benefits for the reintegration of the bone flap.